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Abstract: In addition to human error, manufacturing tolerances for blades and hubs cause pitch
angle misalignment in wind turbines. As a consequence, a significant number of turbines used
by existing wind farms experience power production loss and a reduced turbine lifetime. Existing
techniques, such as photometric technology and laser-based methods, have been used in the wind
industry for on-field pitch measurements. However, in some cases, regular techniques have difficulty
achieving good and accurate measurements of pitch angle settings, resulting in pitch angle errors
that require cost-effective correction on wind farms. Here, the authors present a novel patented
method based on laser scanner measurements. The authors applied this new method and achieved
successful improvements in the Annual Energy Production of various wind farms. This technique
is a benchmarking-based approach for pitch angle calibration. Two case studies are introduced
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pitch angle calibration method to yield Annual Energy
Production increase.
Keywords: wind turbine; laser technology; diagnosis; pitch angle misalignment; efficiency; durability
1. Introduction
Ideally, there are no manufacturing or assembly errors in wind turbines, and the blades are equal
in mass, center of gravity location, shape, and structure. As a consequence, the three blade root axes
intersect with the rotor axis at the very same point. In addition, in the ideal scenario, the orientation of
the three blades is equal, and when substantial demand is placed on them to form a fine pitch angle
to maximize power production, the three blades face the wind with the very same angle of attack;
this is the angle between the line of the chord at a particular blade section and the relative airflow,
as in Figure 1.
However, blade manufacturing is a poorly automated process. Variances in fiber placement,
bonding, and curing cause variation not only in the blade mass distribution but also in the blade profile
shape. In addition, the blade pitch angle reference that is set up at the very end of the manufacturing
process is subject to human error. Furthermore, hub manufacturing tolerances that move the blade
axes from the intersection point on the rotor axis cause pitch angle misalignment [1–3].
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Figure 1. Angle of attack α and pitch angle β for a given blade section.
In this context, some consultancy firms offer different solutions, mainly through photometric
means. The solutions currently provided by the private sector ([4] or [5]) involve such technology to
calculate the pitch angle. There are some slight differences among the technologies used by these firms,
but they basically carry out the measurements by placing a camera under the wind turbine or rotating
with the blade itself [6], as seen in Figure 2, where the chord line is drawn. The rotation plane is set
with the other two blades.
There are different techniques to measure the pitch angle. In some cases, it is calculated based
on a comparison of measurements taken at the maximum chord line with the rotor plane. Another
methodology is based on setting marks along the blade and establishing the blade section and chord at
the given section.
However, this method faces some challenges that compromise the robustness of the results.
According to our experience in the field, the authors observe the following:
1. According to this technique, pitch angles are obtained based on three different rotation planes:
the plane defined by blades 2–3 for blade 1’s pitch angle calculation; the plane defined by blades
3–1 for blade 2’s pitch angle calculation; and the plane defined by blades 1–2 for blade 3’s pitch
angle calculation. Since the blade axes are not coplanar due to manufacturing and assembly
tolerances, it can lead to variances larger than 0.5◦.
2. To use this technique for calculations based on the same blade section, the blade axis must be
placed so that it is pointing downward while being perfectly aligned with the measuring system.
However, such an alignment is difficult, as it is done manually and there is no fixed reference
against which the three blades of a rotor can be placed in the very same position.
3. Assuming that pitch angle differences within the rotor of a particular turbine are accurately
measured, the only way to correctly determine the absolute pitch angles is by either:
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(a) obtaining the pitch angle at the maximum chord line from the turbine manufacturer,
although it is very rarely available due to the sensitivity of turbine design information; or
(b) placing the measuring system in the very same location with respect to the rotor in every
turbine; however, it must be noted that slight errors in this position create variation in the
measurement of absolute pitch angles.
Figure 2. Photometry-based pitch angle measurement of a rotor blade set.
Another method used by other companies [7] is based on a laser device that measures the
maximum chord of the profile and determines the relative misalignment between the blades.
It is performed with turbines used in power production. However, this technique shows a very
remarkable drawback: it does not obtain the absolute pitch angle values, which are key to ensuring
power production improvement and avoiding decreases in turbine lifetime. Although setting the
blades at the same relative pitch angle does remove aerodynamic imbalance, it does not guarantee that
the resulting fine pitch is the one defined in the turbine design that was product certified.
Another method is based on laser scans from quite a long distance from the rotor [8]. Due to the
trade-off between accuracy and scanning distance, this methodology is time-consuming. In addition,
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for this technique to address absolute pitch angle correction, the wind turbine’s design information is
required, which is seldom available.
Some recent developments in laser technology have made it suitable for long distances and outdoor
conditions. However, the leading manufacturers of laser-based measuring systems ([9] and [10]) do not
have experience in this particular application.
In this context [11], the parent company of [12] initiated development of the technique by
exploring different laser systems. Field tests began with laser tracker technology [13], but measuring
a few key points of a rotor takes an entire workday. Laser scanner technology [14,15] was finally
adopted as the better option for getting far more measurements per turbine in a much shorter period
of time per turbine without the hassle of accessing blade exteriors up-tower. This method was
patented in 2013 with the title ‘METHOD FOR CALCULATING AND CORRECTING THE ANGLE OF
ATTACK IN A WIND TURBINE FARM’ (Pub. No.: WO/2014/068162; International Application No.:
PCT/ES2013/070752) [16]. The main claim of this patent is the replication of the pitch angle settings of
the Best in Class turbine in the Worst in Class turbines, said turbines being identified through a power
performance analysis.
Following the publication of this patent, Maxwind is working worldwide applying this method in
several wind farms [12]. A preliminary exposition of the results in wind farms was presented last year at
the ICAE2017 conference [17]. This paper is a substantial extension of that short paper: this contribution
presents the quantitative consequences in power production due to pitch misalignment, describes the
general correction method in which the laser scanner is an intermediate step, and, finally, shows the
positive results after the correction in the last years at two wind farms.
2. Pitch Angle Misalignment
2.1. State of the Art
Pitch misalignment and its implications for energy production in wind turbines have not received
much attention as a specific problem. This applies both to the developments specifically made in the
framework of the private sector (usually as patents) and also the apportions from a wider number of
actors as gathered in the scientific literature.
In both cases, the general approach has been to address the problem of pitch misalignment in
conjunction with other issues like yaw misalignment or mechanical load balancing in the wind turbine.
Load reduction method for wind turbine involves adjusting yaw alignment of wind turbine according
to favorable yaw orientation, and adjusting pitch of rotor blade [18].
In addition, the analysis of pitch misalignment involves the use of general-purpose laser
scanners, but the leading manufacturers of laser scanners ([9] and [10]) do not have experience in
pitch misalignment measurements. Therefore, our method based on laser measurements applied
to specifically measuring pitch misalignment in wind turbines is totally novel for this purpose,
and difficult to compare with previous results applied in the consultancy sector.
To the best of our knowledge, there is only one study about the use of laser scanners to measure
turbine blades, but it is for the determination of deformations of moving rotor blades [19]. They use
multiple scanners in 1D mode to record cross sections at different positions along the rotor blades,
and, after that, they compare these results with the CAD (Computer Aided Design) model of the
blade. The deformations in out-of-plane and torsional direction can be derived. The nacelle is also
pre-scanned to establish the coordinate system of the wind turbine as reference. Therefore, this is
a dynamic scanning to measure the deviations of the blades due to bending and flapping forces when
the turbine is moving under the dynamic pressure of the wind. In our particular case, the authors want
to measure the inherent pitch misalignment on the hub, a problem that is not taken into account in
the pre-operational tests in large certification laboratories using photometric means [20,21], or during
operation via strange gauges [22] or reflective targets observed with stereo camera systems [23].
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Furthermore, this inherent pitch misalignment can increase with time due to the stress and fatigue that
supports the wind turbine.
As mentioned in the patent document, our correction method is post-operational. In the
installation moment when the operators have to move huge blades that are implemented on the hub,
there are pre-established marks to align both elements, the root of the blade and the hub. However,
a final calibration is not usually performed to ensure that the position is correct. This is the original
cause of the presence of an inherent pitch misalignment in wind turbines.
Pitch angle errors have no impact in terms of power production above the rated power, as blades
are pitched toward the feathering position in order to limit turbine loads. However, energy production
loss can be remarkably high below the rated power conditions. Thus, understanding the sensitivity of
power production under pitch angle errors is paramount, as this method entails understanding how
turbines are affected by pitch angle misalignment.
Coming to the scientific literature, it is clear that there is a general challenge for optimizing
wind energy performance and applies to all type of turbines, including vertical rotors [24].
Again, it is important to highlight that the general approach for dealing with pitch misalignment
involves a combined study in conjunction with other parameters related to wind turbine general
misalignments and balance.
In fact, the sensitivity analysis of power production in relation to the pitch angle and other
parameters needs complex inference strategies, such as ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference
System), as is shown in the recent literature [25–28]. There are also data-driven approaches to detect or
somehow balance pitch angle faults alone [29,30] or in combination with other parameters [31,32].
It is worth mentioning that, in the particular case of floating wind turbines, joint control of both
blade pitch and platform pitch is required [33]. Computational experience has improved the power
output by optimizing the set points of the blade pitch angle and generator torque [34].
Other works have applied blade design approaches to enhance the power output,
both experimentally and numerically. Such methods include the use of active and passive techniques,
attempts to reduce the cut-in speed, and the development of new materials [35].
For example, there are improvement techniques based on passive flow control devices, such as
vortex generators (VG) or Gurney flaps (GF), that are implemented on the surface of the blade. For the
best configuration cases of these devices, simulations have shown 3–10% increases in the power output,
depending on the wind speed, with residual increases in the bending moment [36]. Using the case
studies described in Section 4, the authors show that pitch misalignment correction can produce
improvements of 16% in annual energy production (AEP) and much higher percentages for the power
output below the rated wind speed.
Therefore, the influence of faults in the pitch angle, as well as active or passive control, has been
widely studied in the literature, and methodologies to correctly evaluate improvements after upgrades
have been developed [37]. However, these studies have not directly accounted for the possible inherent
misalignment of the blade on the hub and the consequent general diminution of the power output.
The technique described here offers a direct in situ way, i.e., on the wind farm, to measure this
specific deviation.
In addition, pitch angle misalignment reduces the turbine lifetime. This happens when the rotor
is aerodynamically imbalanced, but it also occurs with a balanced rotor showing a negative offset with
respect to the correct position. The latter is further discussed in Section 2.2. However, it is important
to emphasize that it is very hard to quantify this effect for extrapolating results from one turbine
to another, given the complexity of the load and transient load calculations. Any assessment of
this kind [27] needs to include extreme load calculations and fatigue load analysis under the wind
conditions defined per IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) wind class. Thus, this section
does not aim to address every potential effect of pitch angle misalignment on the load envelope but to
introduce insights into the effect of pitch angle misalignment on turbine lifetime.
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2.2. Impact of Pitch Misalignment on Power Production
In order to discuss the effect of pitch angle misalignment on the power curve, this section
establishes the use of the Power Curve Ratio (PCR). The PCR is defined as the ratio calculated
for each wind speed used for power production by a particular turbine over the potential output
power. Whereas the ultimate concern for wind farm owners is the effect on the AEP, PCR facilitates
the understanding of the sensitivity of the AEP under pitch deviations; as a consequence, its use is
suggested for diagnostic purposes.
For this analysis, static and dynamic simulations are discussed. These simulations were carried
out in FAST using the publicly available turbine model WindPACT 1.5 MW Baseline [38]. This turbine is
controlled with the standard controller described in [39], which is, to some extent, the most extended
concept within the industry. This is a tool customarily used in pitch control studies [40].
Figure 3 depicts a turbine operation in three different ways: on the left-hand side is the trajectory
over the power coefficient surface with the pitch angle β and tip-speed ratio (TSR); on the upper
right-hand side is the torque demand T with respect to the rotor speed Ω, which is a feature that only
depends on the control system; the lower right-hand side shows the power curve, which describes
the production capability of the turbine with wind speed. These three figures reflect steady-state
conditions, disregarding transients. The black thick line depicts rotor speed regulation at low rotor
speeds, Ωlow; the blue thick line depicts operation at a maximum power coefficient with a constant
TSR; the red thick line shows rotor speed regulation at the nominal rotor speed, ΩN ; and the thick
gray line depicts operation at the nominal power with rotor speed regulation by blade pitching.
The black thick lines in Figure 3 show operation at winds slightly over cut-in conditions.
TSR rapidly decreases as wind increases. As a consequence, the power coefficient increases with
rotor speed regulation around Ωlow by torque modulation. The blue thick lines in Figure 3 illustrate
operating at a constant TSR and reaching the maximum power coefficient. In these conditions, torque
demand is controlled proportionally to the second power of the rotor speed Ω. Shown by the thick red
lines in Figure 3, as the rotor speed reaches the nominal valueΩN , regulation by torque demand occurs
again, diminishing the power coefficient. This occurs slightly below the nominal power. The thick
gray lines in Figure 3 depict the rated power operation, where the rotor speed is regulated around ΩN
by blade pitching.
Figure 3. Power coefficient surface over the pitch angle β and Tip-Speed Ratio (TSR); torque demand
T with rotor speed Ω; and power curve.
In this context, the power curve was simulated for different pitch misalignment conditions. It was
normalized by computing the PCR, as explained above in this section, and the AEP loss. Figure 4 shows the
PCR and AEP loss for different conditions of pitch misalignment resulting from steady-state simulations.
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Figure 4. Steady-state Power Curve Ratio (PCR) and annual energy production (AEP) losses.
Dynamic simulations were run under turbulent wind conditions for three different pitch
misalignment cases, as shown in Figure 5 and described below:
1. Case 1: One blade is in the correct position, and two blades have similar errors with opposite
signs.
2. Case 2: The three blades are affected by the same pitch angle misalignment.
3. Case 3: Two blades are in the correct position, one blade has a pitch angle error.
In both static and dynamic simulations, the pitch misalignment has been introduced in the FAST
input file primary.fst to obtain the power output time series in simulations of 600 s with a step of
0.0125 s. The initial pitch angles of the blades (parameters BlPitch) have been deviated from 0 according
to the Case 1, 2 and 3, and pitch control has been deactivated to keep these values below the rated
wind speed (PCMode: 0).
Before the dynamic simulation, a turbulent input of the wind speed has been created using
TurbSim for the same period of simulation. This has been done at each wind speed with a step of
0.5 m/s between the cut-in wind speed and the rated wind speed. In this way, the power curve due
to a given misalignment is determined. After that, for the computation of AEP, a typical Weibull
distribution of wind speed with the form parameter k = 2 has been implemented on the deviated
power curve due to misalignment. An average wind speed U of 4 m/s has been used, and the
subsequent Weibull’s scale parameter [41]:
c =
U
Γ(1 + 1/k)
. (1)
On behalf of clarity and due to the approximate results for negative and positive pitch errors with
the same absolute value, the average behavior of the two values of errors for each wind speed are shown
in the PCR figures on the left in the Case 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 5a–c). On the right, the corresponding
AEP losses are shown for each case with respect to a reference without pitch misalignment (0-error),
and considering misaligned cases with integer negative and positive values of pitch angle deviation.
Although the mean value is used for the PCR curves, the AEP figures do provide evidence of the
asymmetry between negative and positive values in favor of higher values of the last ones.
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Figure 5. Dynamic FAST simulation: (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2; (c) Case 3.
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Similar patterns to those of the static results are observed, and they are consistent with [42],
although this reference did not suggest using this method for the detection of pitch angle misalignment.
For the PCR functions, the curves exhibit a small slope in the quadratic zone caused by wind speed
variability around its mean value. In the quadratic zone, the turbine is operating around the maximum
power coefficient (Cp) point, but not just at its maximum. In general terms, from the static and dynamic
simulations, it can be stated that:
1. The static results match the dynamic results.
2. The PCR functions exhibit a well-defined shape that is dependent on the operation zone. This will
be useful to identify pitch errors in field measurements.
3. The total AEP losses can be approximated by adding the AEP losses on each blade. The total
wind turbine AEP is notably sensitive to blade assembly errors. A small pitch discrepancy of 2◦
in only one blade is able to reduce approximately 1% of the AEP value.
4. An absolute misalignment of 2◦ in the three blades also causes an AEP loss; in this case, the loss
is 3.5%.
5. Because of the nonlinear dependence of the AEP loss on the pitch error, it is better to have small
pitch errors in all three blades than it is to have only one blade with a high error.
6. Understanding that power production is proportional to the third power of the wind speed,
yaw misalignment yields a completely different pattern that is virtually flat on the low end and
middle of the wind speed range.
2.3. Impact of Pitch Misalignment on Turbine Lifetime
Since the consequences of pitch angle misalignment on turbine lifetime depend on the turbine
design [43], it is not possible to extrapolate results from one turbine to another. Such an assessment [44]
should include not only thorough extreme load calculations, but also thorough fatigue load analysis
under the wind conditions defined per IEC wind class.
Thus, this section does not aim to address every potential effect of pitch angle misalignment on
the load envelope but at introducing some insights into the effect of pitch angle misalignment on
turbine lifetime.
2.3.1. Effect of Even Positive Pitch Angle Offset
This subsection analyzes the effect of the three blades suffering from an offset toward higher pitch
angles, as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Effect of pitch angle offset toward higher angles in the turbine operation.
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Should the three blades be equally shifted toward higher pitch angles, then the maximum power
coefficient is not reached, as shown by the red trajectory over the power coefficient surface in Figure 6.
The immediate consequence is that performance in terms of power production is decreased, as the
power curve is shifted toward the right-hand side. Rated power is reached at higher wind speeds,
and power curtailment occurs by pitching the blades toward the feathering position, beginning with
higher pitch angles. Rotor speed controller robustness should be more than capable of coping with
this uncertainty, although it is true that the performance at crossover frequencies would be affected,
yielding a higher peak in the sensitivity function.
2.3.2. Effect of Even Negative Pitch Angle Offset
This subsection analyzes the effect of the three blades suffering from an offset toward lower pitch
angles, as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Effect of pitch angle offset toward lower angles in turbine operation.
Should the three blades be equally shifted toward lower pitch angles, then the maximum power
coefficient is not reached, as shown by the red trajectory over the power coefficient surface in Figure 7.
Thus, power production performance is decreased, as the power curve is shifted toward the right-hand
side. Rated power is reached at higher wind speeds, and power curtailment occurs by pitching the
blades toward the feathering position, beginning with lower pitch angles. This has a twofold effect:
• The peak of the steady-state curve of the thrust force over the rotor increases.
• Performance of the rotor speed controller by blade pitching is diminished due to lower plant gain.
As a consequence, the controller bandwidth is reduced, creating much higher dynamic loads.
It is worth mentioning that loads at this particular operational point are extremely important
for turbine integrity. As a consequence, those two effects can compromise turbine lifetime for key
components, including the blades, hub, mainframe, yaw bearing, tower, and foundation.
Any pitch angle correction that does not ensure absolute pitch angle correction does not guarantee
a power production increase and is a potential cause of turbine lifetime decrease.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Novel on-Field Method for Pitch Calculation and Compensation
This section describes the methodology used for the detection and correction of pitch angle
misalignment. The specific details about the use of the laser scanner and other aspects can be found in
the original patent document [16].
Laser scanning is widely used for different technological purposes because it is a contactless
3D measurement method. It enables the measurement of distances and corresponding angles with
a frequency of up to 1 MHz for moving objects, but most common applications capture static objects.
The acquisition of points usually results from the rotation of the laser around the horizontal and vertical
axis (3D). For referencing into a global coordinate system, other sensors such as GPS, INS or cameras
are necessary [19,45,46]. Figure 8 shows the workflow of our method in which laser measurement is
an intermediate step. First, a production performance assessment is carried out. The primary purpose
of this analysis is to determine the turbines affected by pitch angle misalignment, and also to select the
best turbine in terms of pitch angle settings: the outperforming turbine is the Best in Class turbine,
whereas the Worst in Class turbines are those in which the pattern described in Section 2.1 is found.
A secondary goal of such an analysis is to assess the AEP gaps between the Worst in Class turbines
and the Best in Class turbine.
Laser measurements are taken on the Best in Class turbine and on the Worst in Class turbines,
whereas the rest of the turbines are excluded from further site study activities. The benefit of this
approach is that all efforts are focused on turbines where a significant AEP increase is guaranteed.
Those measurements are then executed to determine the pitch angles of each blade of said turbines.
Pitch correction angles are proposed based on measurements so that the pitch angle settings of the
Best in Class turbine are used in the Worst in Class turbines.
Finally, a production performance assessment shows the effect of the pitch angle correction.
Success is measured as the reduction in the AEP gaps between the Worst in Class turbines and the
Best in Class turbine.
Figure 8. Pitch angle detection and correction workflow.
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3.2. Production Performance Assessment
As briefly explained earlier, an initial power performance assessment aiming to detect pitch angle
misalignment patterns is carried out. For this purpose, the power curve of each turbine on the wind
farm is calculated from the 10-minute average data as per industry standards [44], with some remarks:
1. Wind speeds measured above the turbine nacelles are used. Although anemometers are not
calibrated or certified, multi-megawatt wind turbines are nowadays equipped with good
anemometers that offer reliable measurements. This particularly holds for sonic anemometers,
which are only affected by nacelle aerodynamics and the blade passing wake. In any case, this type
of disturbance is consistent throughout the entire wind farm, so the comparison between the
results obtained from the Best in Class turbine and the Worst in Class turbines will be consistent.
Nevertheless, the correlation between wind speed measurements for different wind turbines is
also checked.
2. Output power: data in which the power might be compromised by effects not purely related to
aerodynamics are ruled out, including:
(a) Turbine and complex terrain disturbances, as described in [47],
(b) Ten-minute periods in which the average power does not show the capability of the turbine
to produce energy, e.g., due to starts and stops, maintenance work, power curtailment
operation, etc.
After computing the power curves for each turbine, a Best in Class turbine is selected.
Such a turbine is the best-performing turbine in terms of pitch angle misalignment. For the rest
of the turbines, the Power Curve Ratio (PCR) is computed as the ratio of each of their power curves
over the power curve of the Best in Class turbine.
3.3. On-Field Pitch Measurement and Calculation
Every detail of this novel method cannot be presented in this paper due to commercial issues,
but, as mentioned, the careful description of the use of laser scanner can be found in the first author’s
original PCT/ES2013/070752 international patent [16].
Therefore, a qualitative step-by-step description is presented here to explain the main procedures
of the misalignment measurement and correction, after the identification of the Best in Class (BIC)
turbine. Furthermore, the academic value of the present contribution is enhanced by the final
results, since real energy production improvements on specific wind farms are quantitatively shown.
The general method is described below.
Blades are scanned for the Best in Class and Worst in Class turbines. A laser scanner is used
in order to capture rotor geometry and measure the pitch angle of each blade. The pitch angle is
measured at a particular blade section. Consequently, it is possible not only to measure pitch angle
differences within a rotor, but also to make accurate comparisons with other turbines of the blade,
a remarkable advantage of this technique.
For example, a characteristic schema of the 3D laser scanning reference system in the patent
document is the Figure 9 in the page ([16], p. 25). GXYZ establishes the reference system with the
origin (G) and the coordinate axes (XYZ, 1, 2, 3) for the laser measurement. Thirteen is the nacelle,
14 the hub, and 5 is the junction plane between both, which must be captured by the laser. Four is the
circular section defined by three points on the junction of the blade and the hub, which are also located
by means of the scanner.
This 3D configuration established the reference to measure the position of the airfoil’s chord and
consequently the pitch angle. For that, different laser shots are executed from different positions in
order to get a complete 3D image of the blade. Figure 10 shows the measurement moment in a wind
turbine and several targets used in the procedure. A more detailed description can be found in the
’Description’ and ’Claims’ section of the original patent document [16].
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Figure 9. Schema of the reference system for the measuring procedure.
Figure 10. Photo of the measurement moment in a wind farm.
Since pitch angle calculation uses a hub-based coordinate system, pitch angles measured in
different rotors can be fairly compared. The method concludes by proposing pitch angle corrections for
the Worst in Class turbines so that their blades mimic the Best in Class turbine blade settings. It is the
authors’ experience that Best in Class turbines always have balanced rotors (relative differences lower
than ±0.14◦), so this method corrects both absolute and relative pitch angle misalignments.
It is also worth mentioning that this technique obtains intermediate results in the form of other
measurements of rotor quality. Although the three blade axes and the hub rotating axis should be
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ideally merging to the same point, manufacturing tolerances of the hub, pitch bearings, and blades
prevent the actual intersection of the four axes. Intersection points of the three blade axes with the hub
axis yield a triangle whose surface can be used to quantify this error. It is also the authors’ experience
that all Best in Class turbines detected in power performance assessments always present the best
alignment of these four axes, whereas the underperforming turbines often—but not always—show this
type of misalignment. Note that, depending on the direction in which the blade axes lean, the effect
of misalignment can be described as a decrease in the effective swept area. Should this be the case,
little can be done by pitching the blades.
4. Results
This section introduces two case studies: one for a very small wind farm, and another for a wind
farm that is significantly larger. The authors show the improvements by means of our correction
recommendations below the rated power conditions, for which the power output improvement after
implementing these recommendations was remarkable. This improvement was quantified by PCR gap
percentage (PCRgap) for the power output of a given turbine T at a wind speed U (PT(U)), with respect
to the power output at that speed of the Best in Class (BIC) turbine on the farm (PBIC(U)):
PCRgap =
(
1− PT(U)
PBIC(U)
)
× 100. (2)
Apart from the PCRgap correction interval at each wind speed of the power curve, the total AEP
improvement is also shown in each case study. For that, the AEP gap (percent) is defined analogously.
4.1. Case Study 1
This is a small wind farm located in Catalonia, with two variable-speed 1.5 MW turbines mounting
a 77 m diameter rotor. The AEP difference between them was 6.68%. At low wind speeds near the cut-in
speed, the PCRgap defined in Equation (2) was around 5%, and it maintained this value for medium
wind speeds (5–7 m/s). There was no improvement at the rated wind speed because, as mentioned
above, the effect of pitch misalignment disappears when the rated power of the generator is reached.
Pitch angle correction recommendations for the Worst in Class turbine A2 are shown in Table 1,
considering that the Best in Class turbine setting for the chosen blade section was 83.15◦.
Table 1. Blade angle measurements and consequent recommendations.
Blades Measurement Recommendation
Blade 1 83.06◦ +0.1◦
Blade 2 81.64◦ +1.5◦
Blade 3 84.34◦ −1.2◦
After the application of the recommendations, important energy production improvements were
achieved, reaching a 2.46% increase in AEP with respect to the Best in Class turbine A1. It is worth
mentioning that the remaining patter is related to yaw misalignment, not to pitch angle errors. Figure 11
shows the PCRgap before and after pitch correction.
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Figure 11. PCRgap reduction after calibration for turbine A2.
4.2. Case Study 2
This is a wind farm comprising a larger number of turbines located in Soria, Spain,
with 20 variable-speed 800 kW turbines mounting a 56 m diameter rotor. The AEP gap of turbine
ES10 was 16.3%, whereas the AEP gap of turbine ES11 was 15%. It should be emphasized that, for low
wind speeds near the cut-in speed, ES10 and ES11’s PCRgap correction was around 25%. At medium
wind speeds (around 5–7 m/s), the PCRgap was 10% for ES10 and around 5% for ES11. Thus, these are
significant increases compared to the results obtained for other kinds of aerodynamic improvements
that use passive control devices or other techniques [36].
The results and pitch angle correction recommendations are shown in Table 2, and they indicate
that the Best in Class turbine setting for the chosen blade section was 100.3◦.
Table 2. Blade angle measurements and consequent recommendations.
Turbine-Blades Measurement Recommendation
ES10-Blade 1 99.68◦ +0.61◦
ES10-Blade 2 100.30◦ Leave as is
ES10-Blade 3 94.4◦ 5.89◦
ES11-Blade 1 98.12◦ +2.17◦
ES11-Blade 2 98.08◦ +2.21◦
ES11-Blade 3 97.10◦ +3.16◦
After the application of the recommendations, the production gaps for ES10 and ES11 with respect
to ES01 were removed, as shown in Figure 12. It is worth mentioning that the reason for turbine ES10
outperforming the Best in Class ES01 is that the latter has some minor yaw misalignment. On the other
hand, turbine ES11 falls slightly short of achieving the performance of ES01 due to yaw misalignment.
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Figure 12. PCRgap reduction after calibration for turbines ES10 (a) and ES11 (b).
5. Discussion
In this paper, a new methodology is introduced to detect, measure, and correct pitch angle
misalignment in wind turbine rotors. Two case studies are discussed demonstrating the reduction in
power production gaps between the Worst in Class turbines and the Best in Class turbines. Since this
issue has an impact on a wind project’s AEP and on turbine lifetime, its correction has a significant
impact on wind project profitability. To summarize, the features of this technique are:
1. No product design information is needed from the turbine manufacturer, as the Best in Class
turbine is used to define the pitch angle settings for the Worst in Class turbines.
2. Mimicking the pitch angle settings of the Best in Class turbine in the Worst in Class turbines
ensures that product certification is not compromised.
3. Power performance benchmarking guarantees an increase in power production. This AEP
increase can be used to compute the increase in revenue, and thus to calculate Return On
Investment of this service.
4. There is no lost revenue for wind farm owners, as laser measurements in the affected turbines are
carried out in idling conditions, under very low wind speeds.
5. Although pitch angle corrections cannot address hub manufacturing tolerances, the measurement
results of this technique offer valuable information for turbine manufacturers.
6. At low wind speeds around 5 m/s, a PCRgap of 25% can be reached in some cases, that is,
the power output can be improved by 25% at those wind speeds.
7. These corrections in the power curve can produce general improvement in energy production
that reaches even 15% for AEP.
8. For a referential turbine of 1 MW (our turbines are 0.8 and 1.5 MW), this improvement implies
450 MWh more production annually, 3000 being the typical number of full load hours.
9. If the 2018 spot-market price of 1 MWh in Spain is considered (±62 e/MWh according to [48],
this increment of energy production supposes ±28,000 emore annually per installed MW of
turbines like the studied worst ones.
10. In addition, these empirical percentages of AEP loss are quite coherent with the results obtained
in the simulations of the Section 2.2 using FAST for different pitch misalignment combinations of
the three blades, which show losses that can reach the 10% in the worst cases.
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6. Conclusions and Future Outlook
Although the use of laser scanner and the 3D exploration of the blade on the hub is an important
step, the method presented here is generated by other steps, and the most interesting aspect is the
comparative procedure that must be established in each wind farm analyzing the SCADA data
and identifying the BIC turbine to set a reference for pitch error correction of the other turbines.
This benchmarking-based approach is the fundamental perspective. Out of this benchmarking method,
the main drawback of other techniques is that they do not obtain absolute pitch angle values which
are able to improve the energy production and avoid fatigue. Although aerodynamic imbalance can be
removed by establishing same relative pitch angles, the correct implementation of the certified pitch
of the manufacturer is not assured. The benchmark approach offers an independent way to establish
a new reliable reference in the wind farm.
This new technique was used onshore, but it is also suitable for offshore locations, where the only
fixed platform available nearby is located at the tower base. Other techniques require completing laser
measurements from distant places orthogonal to the rotor, and the lack of a fixed point in front of
the rotor makes other techniques simply not feasible. In general, the method presented here requires
less space under the turbine and, therefore, the necessary time and workload can be reduced in
complex terrains or in offshore platforms. As mentioned above [8], laser scans from long distances is
time-consuming, due to the trade-off between accuracy and distance.
An additional reduction of complexity is also given by the lack of necessity of information from
the turbine manufacturer because the BIC turbine of the wind farm is mimicked in the benchmark
procedure. Other techniques consider that the blade axes are coplanar, an erroneous supposition due
to manufacturing and assembly tolerances, and it adds complexity to these techniques. In our case,
the merging of the blade axes and the rotor axis can be studied, and, according to our experience,
the best merging has been found in the BIC turbines. This fact simplifies the theoretical background of
the method and gives coherence to the benchmarking perspective. In addition, the misalignment is
measured in idling conditions gaining also simplicity without energy losses.
Thus, the obtained information is another advantage of this technique. The reference is not the
manufacturer’s original configuration, but the real BIC turbine and the rotor plane configuration of the
three blades. In this way, the original design and the results of this benchmarking technique can be
compared by the manufacturers to improve their future wind turbines and the on-field construction of
them, mainly in the final step of the implementation of the blades on the hub.
Future work aims at improving the diagnostic capability of this preliminary performance
assessment. For the time being, only turbines affected by pitch angle misalignment are identified,
whereas, by understanding turbine dynamics, it is also possible to gain further insight into the
conditions of the analyzed turbines before taking the actual laser measurements.
In addition, the identification of defective anemometers in wind turbines is very important for the
implementation of this pitch correction technique, since the cause of the low production of the turbine
can be the pitch misalignment or a defective measurement by the anemometer, with a consequent
deviation in the real power curve. Therefore, pre-evaluation of the SCADA data of the wind farm and
a comparative analysis of the anemometers are essential to ensuring that all anemometers are working
properly, thus accepting the plausible hypothesis that pitch misalignment explains the bad behavior of
a given turbine.
In this way, the objective of future research is to better understand the improper performance
of anemometers through the use of statistical methods, including Pearson correlation, RMSE,
and standard deviation in Taylor Diagrams to visualize all these parameters in a single plot and to
identify the deviating anemometers from the group [49]. The authors are developing a novel method for
the identification of defective anemometers based on a Kernel Multidimensional Probability Density
Function that improves on classical unidimensional methods, such as the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test [50]. This method will be applied in a bidimensional manner for the zonal and meridional
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components (U, V) of wind and will identify the Best in Class anemometer of the wind farm, resulting
in an initial identification of the defective anemometers.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AEP Annual energy production
PCR Power curve ratio of a given turbine with respect to the BIC turbine
BIC Best in class turbine
PCRgap Power curve ratio gap in percent
Cp Power coefficient
U Wind speed
T Axis torque
Ω Angular velocity of the rotor
Ωlow Low rotor speed
ΩN Nominal rotor speed
β Pitch angle
TSR Tip speed ratio
FAST An aeroelastic computer-aided engineering tool for horizontal axis wind turbines
RMSE Root mean square error
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